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Presenter abstracts and biosVicki Bamford, University of Technology Sydney
Listening across culture: exploring communicationbetween organisations and their diverse publics Thisresearch investigates an organisations’ ability to listento their diverse publics through inclusive publiccommunication practices. The focus is an organisationknown as an exemplar of inclusive practice to identifygaps between Managers’ and clients’ experiences ofbeing included. This study examines two minoritypublics: those who identify with disability and thosewho come from a non-English speaking background(NESB). These publics, while distinct, share a lack ofrecognition and representation in organisationalcommunication processes (Thill and Dreher, 2018;Vardemann-Winter, 2011 2014; Atkin and Rice, 2013).People with disability and people from a NESBchallenge communicators to design communicationprocesses, and managers to develop policy to privilegetheir voice and the process relies on effective listeningcapacities. Documenting these processes exposespower relations that place onus on the less powerful topersuade the organisation to include them (Goggin2009; Weerakkody 2015; Thill, 2015:3). Co-design isexplored as method to address disparities. This reviewis achieved through a case study of a for profitorganisation that has a reputation for valuing multipleperspectives and developing inclusive communicationstrategies for their publics. Data were gathered fromthe organisation’s documentation and interviews withmanagers of policies and processes who work withtheir diverse publics. Feedback from the organisation’sclients reported on their experience of engaging andbeing listened to. A thematic analysis of the dataisolated themes on inclusion. Themes included: aculture of inclusion; a capacity to engage throughpolicies and processes that facilitate voice and listeningcapacities for publics who do not share norms ofengagement. The organisation draws on theexperiences of their clients with ‘lived experience’through voice and listening capacities to guide theestablishment of communication processes that areaccessible. While the process seems common sense, itprovides a level of insight that was missed by someoneoutside that norm of practice that requires attention(Davis, 2006; Vardemann-Winter, 2014). Listening isexplored as a process and position for publiccommunicators to obtain and apply opinions andfeedback to challenge power relations embedded inprocesses that exclude people who sit outside theorganisation’s norm of engagement and privilege themore powerful (Vardemann-Winter, 2014;Macnamara, 2016).

Vicki Bamford is a Senior Lecturer and PhD student inthe School of Communication, Faculty of Arts andSocial Sciences at the University of Technology Sydney.Her work focuses on public communication processesthat facilitate inclusion between organisations andtheir diverse clients by privileging their minority client’svoice and listening processes.

Peter Banki, Western Sydney University
Re-imagining apology and forgiveness as a practice oflistening In her seminal work Trauma Trails, RecreatingSong Lines: the Transgenerational effects of Trauma inIndigenous Australia, indigenous scholar Judy Atkinsonsought a methodological basis, which could ensure thecultural safety of the subjects of her research. Shechose dadirri, a word which belongs to the language ofthe Ngangikurungkurr people. Dadirri is “inner deeplistening and quiet, still awareness - something likewhat you call contemplation”, according to NauiyuElder, Marie-Rose Ungunmerr. Inspired by Ungunmerr,Atkinson defines Dadirri as the deep contemplativepractice of listening to one another in reciprocalrelationships. This paper will pursue the contemplativepractice of listening in relation to Aboriginal artistMaree Clarke, whose recent work focuses on South-Eastern Australian mourning practices, in particularthat of wearing Kopi mourning hats. Maree Clarke hasrenewed the practice of making and wearing thesehats with non-indigenous Australians as a way tosupport a deepened understanding of Aboriginalculture and also implicitly as a way of addressing whatis called ‘Sorry Business’ with the greatest respect. Thispaper is informed by my PhD research, which re-conceptualized the Abrahamic value of forgiveness inrelation to the legacy of Nazi crimes against humanity.A central insight of this research is that there is anelementary experience of forgiveness at work in thepractice of listening. Indebted to the work of Frenchphilosopher Jacques Derrida, this thesis helps todeconstruct dominant ideas about reconciliation inAustralia, while also providing the grounds for aculturally appropriate engagement with historicalinjustice and trauma.
Peter Banki is an associate member of the PhilosophyResearch Initiative at Western Sydney University,Australia. He is the author of The Forgiveness To Come:the Holocaust and the Hyper-Ethical (Fordham UP,2017). His research interests include the resonances ofGerman Romanticism, Queer Theory and the politics ofreconciliation and forgiveness in relation to cultural
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trauma. He has published on the work of Jean-LucNancy, Maurice Blanchot, Jacques Derrida and Jean-François Lyotard. He is also the founder and director ofthe Festival of Death and Dying in Sydney andMelbourne.

Leah Barclay, Griffith University; Vicki Saunders, GriffithUniversity; Sarah Woodland, Griffith University
Listening to Country: exploring the value of acousticecology with incarcerated Aboriginal and Torres StraitIslander women This paper will present the ethical andtheoretical foundations of the project ‘Listening toCountry’, which is due to commence in BrisbaneWomen’s Correctional Centre (BWCC) in early 2019.Acoustic ecology is the study of the relationship,mediated through sound, between human beings andtheir environment. The aim of ‘Listening to Country’ isto explore the value of acoustic ecology to promotecultural connection, maintenance and wellbeing amongAboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women in prison.These women are overrepresented in Australianprisons, with the majority being mothers, experiencingthe trauma associated with separation from family,community and country. This project responds to adirect request from a group of Aboriginal women atBWCC to create a culturally appropriate soundrecording for the purpose of reducing stress andconnecting to natural environments and to country.The researchers will work with women in BWCC toproduce a one-hour immersive audio work based onfield recordings of natural environments. The projectdraws on acoustic ecology, Indigenous storyworkprinciples and arts-led research methodologies. We willdiscuss how these methodologies have beeninterwoven through our dialogues around the project,and the ethics and values that these kinds ofmethodologies bring to the surface.
Dr Leah Barclay specialises in electroacoustic music,acoustic ecology and emerging fields of biologyexploring environmental patterns and changes throughsound. She creates complex sonic environments thatdraw attention to changing climates and endangeredecosystems. These works are realised through liveperformances and interactive installations drawing onenvironmental field recordings, data sonification andimmersive sound diffusion. Leah’s work is multi-platform in nature and involves long-term engagementwith communities in locations ranging from the centreof the Amazon Rainforest to remote river systems inSouth India.

Dr Sarah Woodland is a researcher, practitioner andeducator specialising in arts, theatre and performance.She has over 20 years' experience in the arts andcultural sectors in Australia and the UK, engagingcommunities from diverse social and culturalbackgrounds in the arts. She is passionate about herparticipatory theatre practice in prisons, most recentlydeveloping participatory drama with women atBrisbane Women's Correctional Centre.
Dr Vicki Saunders (BPsych, MPH, PhD) is a Gunggariwoman with connections to the Maranoa region ofSouthern Central Queensland. She has lived in NorthQueensland for over 20 years and has been anassociate member of the Collaborative Research inEmpowerment and Wellbeing (CREW) team in FarNorth Queensland, a PhD candidate within the Centrefor Nursing and Midwifery Research, James CookUniversity (JCU) and a Team Investigator within the JCUled Building Indigenous Research Capacity (BIRC)project, Centre for Public Health, Tropical Medicine &Rehabilitation Sciences. With a background inpsychology and public health research, she has beeninvolved in a range of creative research projects withIndigenous and community based organisations acrossNorth Queensland. Her research focus includescreative or arts informed research methodologies andIndigenous social emotional wellbeing with a particularfocus on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander childprotection reform, empowerment, Indigenous researchcapacity building, mental health care and recovery.

Emily Beausoleil, Massey University
Waharoa (Gather Your People): learning to listenintergenerationally as settlers
In the context of settler-Indigenous politics, theburgeoning field of listening studies across disciplinesdraws attention to the long-neglected responsibilitiesand resistances of settler communities. Yet without asense of what settlers should be listening to, this runsthe risk shared by recognition and inclusion scholarshipof forgetting the necessity of attending to not simplythose from marginalised or struggling positions, butalso the broader systems that produce such penaltyand one’s own position within them. Research onwhite fragility and anti-racist pedagogy holds thatwhite people have profound epistemic and affectivedifficulty in identifying as part of this social group.Whether due to the normalisation of presentinequalities or erasure of the historical taking thatundergirds them, social advantage is largely invisible
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for those who have it. This means that for those whoinhabit such positions, it proves particularly difficult toexplain both one’s experiences and perspectivethrough anything other than an individualist lens. Inlight of recent work with Māori educators regardingprotocols of encounter, this paper explores thenecessity of developing a sense of collective identity asprecursor to meeting in settler-Indigenous politics. Intikanga Māori, before one can even initiate anencounter with another, one must ‘gather at the gate’:develop a sense of who they are as a people, and whythey have come. What would it look like to learn to‘listen intergenerationally’ like this, as settlers? Whatwould be required to ‘gather our people’ in order to beready to meet?
Emily Beausoleil is a Senior Lecturer of Politics atMassey University and Associate Editor of DemocraticTheory journal. She currently holds a Marsden Fast-Start from the Royal Society of New Zealand, and is aGlobal Associate of the Sydney Democracy Network. Asa political theorist, she explores the conditions,challenges, and creative possibilities for democraticengagement in diverse societies, with particularattention to the capacity for 'voice' and listening inconditions of inequality. Connecting affect, criticaldemocratic, postcolonial, neuroscience, andperformance scholarship, Beausoleil’s work exploreshow we might realise democratic ideals of receptivityand responsiveness to social difference in concreteterms. Her work has been published in Political Theory,Contemporary Political Theory, Constellations, ConflictResolution Quarterly, and Ethics & Global Politics, aswell as various books.

Rachael Bolton, University of Sydney
“You’re not listening to me”: Marginalisation,radicalisation, polarisation and learning to listen toour 'others' Listening to the ideas of people wedisagree with can be challenging, but is essential if weseek to create meaningful change and heal culturalwounds. Drawing on preliminary data from interviewand survey-based doctoral research into how men feelabout their masculinity and learned to perform as'masculine' in Australia’s multi-culture, this paper willconsider why it is important to listen to the points ofview, personal stories and experiences of all membersof our society. It will explore some of theconsequences of not listening, ranging from apathyand inaction to radicalisation, extremist thinking andviolence and explore parallels between extremist'men’s rights' proponents, 'incels' and radicalised

terrorists. Finally, the paper will consider social andcultural change theories, and productive strategies forengaging with people we disagree with.
Rachael Bolton is a doctoral candidate in theDepartment of Media and Communications at theUniversity of Sydney. Her doctoral research takes anoral history and auto-ethnographic approach toexplore the construction of intersectional masculinitieswithin Australia’s multi-culture. The project usesoriginal survey data as well as semi-structured, in-depth interviews to discuss how Australian men feelabout their place in society, the ways they performtheir gender and the ways gender has been taught tothem. Rachael has spent more than a decade in theAustralian media industry, working as a journalist forpublications including The Australian Financial Review.She is also a freelance political cartoonist and the on-staff illustrator for the UK-based publication RenegadeInc.
Chantal Bourgault du Coudray, The University ofWestern Australia
An experiential approach to listening: Gestalt Therapyas transformative pedagogy In a world challenged bycomplex or ‘wicked’ problems, the connectionbetween inner transformation and social change isincreasingly emphasised, and strategies designed tostrengthen this connection emphasise dialogicprocesses that facilitate increased awareness of selfand others (Scharmer, 2007; Knights, Grant & Young,2018). Educational theories founded in Bildung or acommitment to dialogic processes have also longrecognised the connection between personal andsocial transformation (Wood, 1998; Horlacher, 2015).While listening has been implicitly valued as anessential component of such dialogic processes, explicittheorisations of listening as a practice that connectsinner and outer transformation have neverthelessbeen muted. A notable exception emerges in the workof feminist philosopher and psychotherapist LuceIrigaray, who suggests that ‘listening to the other in apersonal encounter teaches us to listen publicly aswell’ (Bostic, 2010:608). By suggesting that throughlistening to others in intimate settings we learn how tolisten in more public contexts, Irigaray confirms thatexperiential education has an important role to play insupporting and transforming connections betweenselves and societies. We therefore need experientialpedagogies that foreground listening as an appliedpractice or skill, and one framework that supports suchan approach is Gestalt therapy. As a dialogic practicedeveloped to support self-awareness and relationaldialogue, Gestalt therapy explicitly enriches the
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experience and practice of listening; and when itsprinciples are deployed in educational contexts thatconnect self-education to social transformation, thesignificance of listening to political processes becomesevident.
Chantal Bourgault du Coudray is the AcademicCoordinator of the McCusker Centre for Citizenship atthe University of Western Australia. She also teachesgender and cultural studies, and has expertise inGestalt psychotherapy. She is currently leading thecommunity engagement process for a place-basedinterdisciplinary ARC project entitled ‘Locating LossThrough Climate Change’, and has received a numberof teaching fellowships and grants for her workdeveloping experiential and transdisciplinary learning,with a focus on fostering diversity and inclusionthrough respectful dialogue, ‘eloquent listening’, andrelational work. Recent publications canvas feministcare ethics, relationality and communication acrossdifference. Other publications explore fairy tales, genrefiction, and popular culture. She has also written andproduced a number of films, notably the feature dramaThe Sculptor’s Ritual (2009).

Andrew Brooks, UNSW Art and Design
Against accumulation The question and problem ofwho is afforded a voice — of what voices are heard asspeech and what voices are heard as noise — isconnected to the history of the modern subject. Thispaper considers the transformation of the voice into anideal object that comes to represent the liberal subjectof post-Enlightenment thought. Separated from thecorporeal noises of the body, the voice of the liberalsubject is dematerialised and transformed into a staticimage of sound that is both illusory and impossible.Despite its phantasmagorical nature, this idealisedvoice that speaks in the form of a univocal demandcomes to represent a liberal subject that is defined bythe discourse of possessive individualism. This paperargues that this idealised voice comes to signify asubject who has the capacity to self-possess and, byextension, the capacity to possess and accumulateproperty. Attempting to listen to this static image ofsound, I argue that the figure of the voice isinextricably linked to the liberal ideologies ofpossession and accumulation and consider how thissonic figure works to affirm the split between natureand culture underpinning the settler colonial logics ofinvasion and accumulation that give rise to shiftingprocesses of racialisation and subjection. Against thisidealised voice, I suggest that we might open our ears

to noisy voices and modes of speech such a gossipingand murmuring. Inherently collective, I argue thatthese fugitive speech acts pose a challenge to thelegitimacy of the liberal, post-Enlightenment subjectand call into question the logic of possessiveindividualism so central to the construction of such asubject. This paper proposes a form of micropoliticallistening that might allow us to attend to those voicesthat are often dismissed as noise.
Andrew Brooks is an artist, writer, researcher andteacher whose work takes the form of installations,video and sound work, texts and talks. He completed adoctorate at UNSW Art and Design called A Poetics ofInterruption: Fugitive Speech Acts and the Politics ofNoise. His research interests include: critical racestudies, decoloniality, gender and sexuality, sound,noise, listening, and the voice. Recent work hasfocused on the politics and socio-technics ofinterruptive speech acts such as murmur, stutter,gossip, and hum. This work has considered thesefigures in relation to histories of the voice and theliberal, post-Enlightenment subject, archives of settlercolonialism and anti-black racism, and questions ofcollectivity.

David Chesworth, Monash University
How Do You Know You Are Listening? I propose aperformance lecture that explores the idea that soundsor utterances that are seemingly unimportant to ahearer are actually being subliminally listened to andare conveying information to the listener about theworld. What sort of sounds and utterances might thesebe, and in what situations does involuntary hearingbecome listening? As an artist and researcher whoworks with sound, I investigate encounters ofextraneous sound within the spatial framings ofartworks. These include ambiences that spill into thespace of encounter from the world outside. I considerthe ways in which these sounds contributed to myexperience of the artworks. According to cinematheorist Michelle Chion, sound has no frame of its ownand so can move about within and outside thecinematic frame corresponding with and relating to theimage in different ways. We have become used tosound working this way in cinema, but might thesecinematic effects also play-out in our relations with theeveryday world? If sounds do, in fact, have a frame,one that is temporal, in what ways does this kind offraming play on us? In my presentation I will describeencounters of artworks and within everyday life wheresonic framings sometimes undermine existing spatial
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framings. I consider how this potentially alters ourrelations with the world.
David Chesworth is an artist and composer who makesinstallations, video artworks, and music in a wide rangeof contexts. He collaborates with Sonia Leber, makingvideos that are speculative and archaeological,responding to architectural, social, and technologicalsettings. Their artworks have been exhibited at theVenice and Sydney Biennales, Art Gallery of NSW,Australian Centre for Contemporary Art and theNational Gallery of Victoria. They recently had a majorsurvey of their practice at the Centre for ContemporaryPhotography in Melbourne.

Leanne Cutcher, University of Sydney; Talila Milroy;Melissa Tyler, Essex Business School
Embodied listening and an ethics of recognition Whenthe Western Australian government announced in2010 that Indigenous people would be compensatedfor unpaid wages, a Yindjibarndi woman named BigaliHanlon applied to access her government files so thatshe could lodge a claim. At the age of four, Bigali wastaken from her home in Mulga Downs, WesternAustralia to live in a church-run hostel for ‘fair-skinned’Indigenous children until she was sent into indentureddomestic service. Three large files document herhistory. These files, which Bigali has shared with us onthe condition that we tell her story, combined with in-depth interview, and a film about Bigali and otherIndigenous Australian people 'Walking Tracks BackHome', form the basis of this paper. In reflecting on theissues raised by Bigali’s story, we draw on feministwriting on the costs associated with being called togive an account of oneself. In our paper, we examinethe nature of the ethical relation that this process ofgiving an account establishes by exploring what role, asfeminist researchers, we might play in the re-tellingand re-circulation of stories such as Bigali’s. We reflecton how we might learn without expecting the Other toteach (Dreher, 2009) and we consider how a reflexiveapproach to active listening might provide a startingpoint for an ethics of recognition in feminist praxis. Wealso acknowledge and explore how, for two of theauthors of this paper, our whiteness mediates listeningand our history and social relations affect our ability tolisten (Swan, 2017). Between the three of us, as ‘co-authors’ of the paper and re-tellers of Bigali’s story, ouraim is to explore how a politics of listening can move usbeyond giving an account towards an ethics ofrecognition.

Leanne Cutcher is a Professor of Management andOrganization Studies in the Business School at theUniversity of Sydney.
Dr Talila Milroy is a Yindjibarndi woman who practicesmedicine at RPA.
Melissa Tyler is a Professor of Organizational Studies atEssex Business School in the UK.

Poppy de Souza, Griffith University
Slow listening and the unsettling ethics of attention inCurtain the podcast From the over-incarceration anddeaths in custody of Aboriginal and Torres StraitIslander peoples to the indefinite detention of asylumseekers and refugees on former Australian colonialterritories, racialised carceral logics and state-sanctioned violence are at the heart of the settler-colonial Australian state. In this context, recentAustralian podcast series such as Bowraville, Unravel:Blood on the Tracks, The Messenger, Breathless, andCurtain can be understood as sonic interventions whichregister the conditions of structural and racial injustice.Combining longform journalism with the intimacy andimmediacy the audio medium, these podcasts hold thepotential to raise awareness, mobilise action andadvocate for change. Yet they also circulate in anuneven economy of attention that privilege ‘binge’, ‘ondemand’ and ‘serial’ listening modes and media formsthat increasingly sensationalise injustice-as-entertainment. This presentation focuses on an ethicsof listening in response to Curtain, an independentlyproduced podcast series made by Darumbal and SouthSea Islander journalist Amy McQuire and Yuin manMartin Hodgson and which has broadcast over 60episodes to date. Curtainexplores ‘the darkest parts ofour criminal justice system’ and is committed to findingjustice for Kevin ‘Curtain’ Henry, an Aboriginal manwrongfully incarcerated by the state of Queensland forover twenty-five years and currently ineligible forparole. Despite a dedicated First Nations andinternational audience, Australian audiences make up asmall percentage of the podcast’s listenership, and themakers have expressed frustration at its limited mediaattention and non-Indigenousengagement. Responding to this concern, I bring anorientation towards sound into conversation withimportant scholarship on the politics of listening, anddraw on critical temporalities of slowness (Berlant,2007; Puar 2018) and endurance (Povinelli, 2011), toexplore the multiple ways 'just hearings' are stalled,protracted and foreclosed. In paying attention to what
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gets in the way, I make a critical manoeuvre to registerthe conditions of life and labour in which the podcast ismade, and gesture towards an ethics of slow listeningthat refuses the logic of desire and consumption at theheart of the attention economy.
Poppy de Souza is an Adjunct Research Fellow with theGriffith Centre for Social and Cultural Research atGriffith University and a Research Fellow with theUniversity of Melbourne on the ARC Discovery projectFrom Members to Leaders? Aboriginal and Torres StraitIslander Participation in Political Parties. Herscholarship critically engages with the ethics andpolitics of voice and listening in the context of changingmedia technologies, everyday cultural production,representational politics and political transformation,with a focus on sites of struggle, resistance andinnovation. Poppy also contributes to projects onpolitical listening and media justice with Tanja Dreherat UNSW.
Luigi Di Martino, Western Sydney University
Public diplomacy listening on social media: the case ofthe G20 2014 in Brisbane Public diplomacy consists ofthe public and interactive dimensions of diplomacy.Although listening is one of its core activities, publicdiplomacy scholarship has not yet engaged withlistening theory. This paper connects public diplomacyscholarship with a new wave of literature that hasargued that listening is a critical and previouslyneglected component of dialogic engagement. Itdevelops a framework of the ‘spectrum of listening’,conceptualising listening as a set of diversecommunicative choices and practices that are availableto public diplomacy actors. Using this spectrum, thispaper endorses active listening and the embeddedconcept of dialogic engagement as a concrete yardstickby which to assess successful public diplomacy listeningon social media. Listening could be narrowlyinterpreted as a way to implement and readjust anational strategy, or more broadly and ambitiously asan activity that aims to advance internationalunderstanding. The paper considers listening to be arepresentational force: a public and active response topublics who are increasingly demanding not only toparticipate, but also to be listened to. To explore waysin which social media can both enable and limitlistening practices in public diplomacy, the paperprovides empirical examples based on the Twitterdiscussion around the G20 2014 in Brisbane. This caseexemplifies the involvement of domestic and foreignpublics in discussing and debating important global

issues on social media, and the ways in which publicdiplomacy actors do and do not listen.
Luigi Di Martino is a PhD Candidate with the Institutefor Culture and Society who teaches at Western SydneyUniversity, Australia. His research seeks to theoreticallyand methodologically explore listening as a central anddefining activity of public diplomacy. In particular, hiscurrent research project examines the use of socialmedia in public diplomacy. It offers an account aboutthe complex effects of technology on internationalcommunication, intersections between online andoffline diplomatic practices, as well as between‘traditional’ and ‘new’ media. He holds two Bachelor'sdegrees (Communication Science; Political, Social andInternational Science) and a Master's degree in Politicsof International Relations from Libera Università degliStudi Maria SS. Assunta (Lumsa), Rome, Italy.
Tina Dixson, Australian Catholic University
Listening to trauma of and with queer refugee womenQueer refugees occupy a marginal space withinrefugee narratives. They appear to be more tolerablefor the hosting country as their queerness signifiesmodernity, yet they are excluded from the refugeecommunity itself symbolising the clash of cultures. Inthe Australian context queer refugees are oftenassociated with gay men being incarcerated in theoffshore detention. Rarely, do we hear about queerrefugee women. Broader refugee debate is contingentupon parading trauma and vulnerability of those whosought asylum. Vocalisation of trauma throughpreferred narratives provides access to protection,services and support. But what about parts of theexperience that are incomprehensible and unspoken?Is there space for strength in telling a ‘traumatic storyof queer asylum’? My PhD thesis is focused on the livedexperiences of queer refugee women theorisedthrough the lenses of trauma theory and concepts ofempowerment and written using autoethnography as amethodology. In this presentation I will be sharing ajourney of working with queer refugee women,collecting and listening to each other’s stories andusing trauma theory as a conceptual framework able toencompass and theorise both traumatic andempowering experiences. In addition, I will bereflecting on the benefits and risks of usingautoethnograhy as a methodology when working withqueer refugee women.
Tina Dixson has worked in the area of LGBTIQ, refugeeand women’s rights both in Australia and overseas.Tina has a solid experience engaging with theinternational human rights bodies, having presented a
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CEDAW shadow report on the human rights violationsof LBT women and undertaken a gender audit of theGlobal Compact on Refugees in UNHCR. Currently, Tinais a Doctoral Candidate in ACU and is working on theQueer Sisterhood Project, a peer run & peer supportgroup for queer refugee women in Australia.

Natasha Dubler, Australian National University
Soundwalking: the affective labour of listening toenvironment and listening to self A turn towardinterdisciplinary studies of sound often seeks toemphasize sound beyond the aural, stressing thepresence of material body and environment in thecreation and manipulation of a sonic event. In the faceof this, it is necessary to question what such anapproach demands of the listening subject. This paperextends these discussions by asking how the listener,through bringing their body and subjectivity to thesonorous event, must implicate themselves within thesound and its meaning. In navigating the affectivelabour of listening I look to the phenomenon ofsoundwalking, a practice in both acoustic ecology andthe sound arts, for inspiration. Drawing on recentliterature in philosophy, feminist, and queer theory,this paper employs soundwalking as a tool tounderscore the role material-discursive practices playin the production of material bodies. This article arguesthat theories of listening, when observed as a material-discursive, entangled practice, must contend withquestions of agency and consent, particularly wheninvoking the affective labour of marginalised bodies inthe creation and reception of sound.
Natasha Dubler is currently undertaking her Honoursresearch year at the ANU in an interdisciplinaryprogram between Gender Studies and Music. Herresearch is interested in entanglements of sound andsubjectivity, and the affective labour of listening. Shecompleted her bachelor’s degree in Communications(Media Arts and Production) at UTS in 2017.

Souheir Edelbi, UNSW Sydney
The African Union and the International CriminalCourt: determining how critique of the court is heardand who can speak The International Criminal Court(ICC) is associated with the struggle for internationalcriminal justice. It was established almost 20 years agoto prosecute perpetrators of international crimeswhere states fall short. The Court's relationship with

African states initially looked promising. However, therelationship has progressively become one of activeopposition and conflict. Today, the Court is chargedwith bias and double standards. For the African Unionand several of its member states, the overwhelmingnumber of black people being investigated by the ICCand the Court's predominant focus on Africa is seen asa form of 'race-hunting' and Western neocolonialism.The result has been a consistent refusal by severalAfrican states to cooperate with ICC investigations and,most notably, Burundi's exit from the ICC. Academicdebate addresses the African Union critique and that ofmember states in various ways. My paper engages withthis debate in order to understand how it grapples withthe African Union's critique of the Court based on thequestion of listening. How is this critique heard withinthe discipline of international criminal law? How doscholars respond to criticism of the Court? Attention tolistening raises important questions about the wayinternational criminal law enables or constrains voicesof difference from the Global South. It also allows foran understanding of who can speak and what voicesand modes of critique may be privileged within thisdebate. By problematising ways of listening, my paperbegins to think about the dual character of listening asentailing both the reproduction of a racialised otherand as productive of a critical frame for analysing,resisting and decolonising institutional and scholarlypractices relating to the ICC.
Souheir Edelbi is a PhD Candidate at UNSW, Faculty ofLaw. Her research interests include a criticalengagement with the production of internationalcriminal law in the Global South and questions ofagency. She seeks to understand the relevance ofhistorical and discursive structures on the developmentof the ICC's institutional and representational practicesthrough an understanding of the ambivalent exerciseof the Court's authority in the Global South. As such,her work engages with postcolonial theory and ThirdWorld Approaches to International Law (TWAIL). Priorto starting a PhD, Souheir worked with local humanrights organisations in Palestine and Brussels and haspreviously worked as a solicitor in Sydney.

Lucia Farinati, Kingston University, London
Practices of listening at the intersection of art andactivism I would like to respond to the theme of theconference by focusing on listening as a politicalpractice. I will present and draw out ideas from myrecent book 'The Force of Listening' co-authored withClaudia Firth. The book explores the role of listening in
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the contemporary intersection of art and activism andasks what potential for transformation it mightfacilitate. Written as a constructed montage in dialogicform, the book draws from conversations with artists,activists and political thinkers which took place during2013-2014, in the aftermath of the wave of protestsand occupations against austerity. In particular itexplores listening as a practice in relation to thecollective configurations and the work of culturalactivists Precarious Workers Brigade, sound-activistsUltra-red and the collaboration between artists AyreenAnastas and Rene Gabri. I will discuss and presentthese examples by tracing a comparison with theprotocols and ethics of feminist practice ofconsciousness-raising. 'The Force of Listening' comesfirst and foremost, from practice. However it alsodraws on theory to support and develop arguments.Voice politics has proven to be key for understandinglistening as a political act or as an integral part ofpolitical action. The encounter with the Italianphilosopher Adriana Cavarero and her work 'For MoreThan One Voice: Toward a Philosophy of VocalExpression' (2005) resulted one of the main referencesfor the discussion of the politics of listening revolvedaround notions of resonance and recognition, as wellas listening as a form of solidarity.
Lucia Farinati (I/UK) is a researcher, curator andactivist. She studied on the Curatorial Programme atGoldsmiths College, London and History of Art andAesthetics at the University of Trento (I). In 2007, sheestablished Sound Threshold, an interdisciplinarycuratorial project exploring the relationships betweensite, sound and text. Since 2010 she has also beenworking with the Precarious Workers Brigadecollective, expanding her interest in sound from thecuration of site-specific projects into the analysis ofvoice and listening as a political practice. She is the co-author with Claudia Firth of 'The Force of Listening',Errant Bodies Press, 2017. She was the chair of thepanel Listening Politics at the festival/conference ofTuned City, Messene (GR), 1 June 2018. Lucia iscurrently working on a research project on Audio Artsmagazine in collaboration with Tate Archive as part ofher PhD at Kingston University London.

Jessica Feldman, American University of Paris
Strange speech: structures of listening in Nuit Debout,Occupy, and 15M Practices and techniques of listeningwere at the core of recent social movements thatexplicitly espoused horizontal direct democracy: 15M,Occupy Wall Street, and Nuit Debout. These

movements sought to imagine nonhierarchicalstructures through which large groups of strangerscould speak and listen to each other, consideringseriously the coconstruction of communicative formand political values. The practice of direct democracywas realized by trying out modes of listening that didnot expect to hear voices of political representatives,but rather listened in order to enact more distributedor rotating forms of narrative, discourse, and decision-making power. This marks an ethical and technical shiftfrom a politics of speaking (parliamentary andrepresentative politics) to a politics of listening(assembly and participatory politics). This lead to acollection of rules, techniques, and languages forlistening (hand signals, translation practices, thepeople’s mic, etc.) Drawing on participant observation,long-form interviews, and texts such as videodocumentation and 'best practices' literature, thisarticle performs a comparative analysis of internalassembly communications and their relationships todeliberation and decision making. All of thesemovements struggled to reconcile the mandate tolisten with the material and infrastructural challengesof autonomous public space. Commitments toaccommodating those who could not comfortablyparticipate in an occupation (day labourers, sans-papiers, disabled, etc.) caused some internalcommunication practices to differ in their attempts toconserve time and to prioritize translation, andresulted in new technological designs. I argue thatthese technologies have their archaeological basis(Foucault, 1969) in listening, and consider what isgained and lost in the evolution from assemblylistening —a public, embodied, intersubjective, andethical practice— to remote, participatory, networkedtechnologies.
Jessica Feldman is a Postdoctoral Fellow at theStanford University Digital Civil Society Lab (2017-2018)and Assistant Professor in the Department of GlobalCommunications at the American University of Paris(Fall 2018 onwards). She earned a PhD in Media,Culture, and Communication from New York Universityin 2017. Her dissertation 'Listening Intently: Towards aCritical Media Theory of Ethical Listening' considershow advances in the surveillance of cell phone data,decentralized mobile networks, and vocal affectivemonitoring software are changing the ways in whichlistening exerts power and frames political possibilities.She is currently leading a research and book project,'Democratic Values for Digital Design', which bringstogether ethnographies of listening practices in socialmovements with values-in-design analyses onemerging distributed communications technologies,
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such as mesh networks. Recent publications inInternational Journal of Communications,Transposition: Music et sciences sociales, andEar/Wave/Event, as well as edited volumes in Englishand French.

Anthea Garman, Rhodes University
Hosting as listening: creating spaces for attunement inSouth Africa The irresolution of the South Africantransition to democracy has left many underlyingstructures which supported colonialism and apartheidin place. Many unresolved issues which underpincontinued inequality, such as land redistribution, arestill to be properly addressed in our politics and as aresult are constantly under discussion in our publicsphere. I’m interested in the spaces where suchdiscussions take place: radio talk shows (such asEusebius McKaiser on PowerFM), literary festivals (thenew Abantu festival in Soweto), events deliberatelyconvened by media outlets (The Daily Maverick and theMail&Guardian) for the purpose of putting pressure onthe political arena. I’m interested in the fact that suchspaces still rely heavily on the notion of 'voice' and'giving voice', in order to 'air' opinions and experiences.I’m interested in the fierce contestation and oftenconflagrations such spaces provoke when the rules ofspeaking break down. For this presentation I intend topresent my theoretical engagements with those whohost such gatherings - mediated and face to face. Usinglistening theory with its provocative ideas ofrearranging the terrain through 'hosting', 'attunement','civility' and 'attention' (among others), I interviewthose who create such spaces to understand how theysee their role as 'hosts' in the listening theory sense.I’m interested in an engagement with these hosts andhosting organisations that opens up the possibility ofreflection on ways of convening and setting the terrainthat could move away from voice-centred methods asthe central organising category for publicengagements.
Anthea Garman is a professor in the School ofJournalism and Media Studies at Rhodes University,where she is also Deputy Head of School responsiblefor Research and Community Engagement. She teacheswriting and editing, long form journalism andmultimedia storytelling and supervises postgraduateresearch projects. She is a member of the Andrew W.Mellon-funded research project Media and Socialitywhich will run from 2018 to 2021 and will usedecolonial theory to examine the complexrelationships between South Africa’s changing media

environment and its changing political environment.She is the author of Antjie Krog and the PostapartheidPublic Sphere: Speaking Poetry to Power (UKZN Press,2015) and the co-editor of Media and Citizenship:Between Marginalisation and Participation (HSRCPress, 2017).

Harry Hobbs, UNSW Sydney
A First Nations Voice: structural questions and anethic of respect In the Uluru Statement from the Heart,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples ‘from allpoints of the southern sky’ gathered on the red dust ofMutitjulu to call for the establishment of aconstitutionally enshrined Indigenous representativebody that would advise Parliament on laws concerningIndigenous people. Despite being the culmination ofthe most extensive deliberative process in Australianhistory, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull rejected theproposition; in a clear statement of its very importanceand necessity, the Turnbull government derisivelyexplained by press release that it did not believe suchan addition to our national representative institutionsis desirable. Nonetheless, cleverly framed as a call tothe Australian people, rather than to government,surveys reveal that the Uluru Statement hasconsiderable support across the community, and theLabor Opposition has committed to legislating for aFirst Nations Voice. This is positive, but a key questionremains: will that voice be heard? Indigenousrepresentative bodies empowered to adviseParliament exist in other countries and have existed inAustralia previously, but they have not always been aseffective as their proponents have sought. Reflectingon the experiences of the Aboriginal and Torres StraitIslander Commission and the Swedish Sami Parliament,this paper explores how a First Nations Voice could bedesigned so as to promote and encourage an ethic ofrespect and a commitment to meaningful and genuinelistening by government.
Harry Hobbs is a Lionel Murphy Postgraduate Scholarand PhD Candidate at UNSW Sydney, Faculty of Law.His PhD thesis explores whether an Indigenousrepresentative body could empower Aboriginal andTorres Strait Islander peoples with the capacity to havetheir voices heard in the processes of government.Harry has had work exploring this issue, treaty-making,and transitional justice, published in Australian andinternational academic journals. Prior to commencinghis PhD, Harry worked as a Principal Research Officer inthe Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights.He has also worked as a Legal Research Officer at the
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High Court of Australia and in the ACT Human RightsCommission.
Nicole Matthews, Macquarie University; Justine Lloyd,Macquarie University; Isabelle Boisvert, MacquarieUniversity; Rebecca Kim, Macquarie University
Listening to life experience in the clinic: professionallistening as political Much work on professionallistening has emphasised, pragmatically, what kinds oflistening are most effective when developing atherapeutical relationship. However, we will argue thathealth professionals’ listening practices are inherentlypolitical. Emphasising the importance of healthprofessionals listening to service users can challengehierarchies of expertise and power, underscoring theknowledge, activity and participation of health serviceusers. The political nature of professional listening isfurther amplified in the context of audiologistslistening to the experiences of hard of hearing ord/Deaf people, our case study here. Biomedical anddeficit framings of health have been critiqued from anumber of directions over the last few decades.Critiques mounted by culturally Deaf community of thebiomedical model have drawn attention to howhearing health clinicians and researchers typically talkabout hearing difficulties as a problem that needs to befixed. The question of what kinds of lived experienceare pertinent to share with hearing healthprofessionals thus itself becomes a political question.In this paper we will report on discussions of listening,conducted with three focus groups of audiologists andaudiology researchers in Sydney in 2017-8. Our paperwill describe the potential benefits audiologists see infurther engagement with accounts of personalexperience, and the barriers they identify to accessingand listening attentively to such accounts in trainingand in clinical practice.
Nicole Matthews’ work is at the nexus of lifestorytelling, disability studies, health and digital media.Digital Storytelling in Health and Social Policy: Listeningto Marginalised Voices (Routledge, 2017), written withDr Naomi Sunderland from Griffith UniversityQueensland, is her most recent book. Her currentresearch focuses on the cultural, economic and socialconsequences of the convergence between mobilephones, hearables and digital hearing aids. She has alsopublished on educational transitions, inclusion inhigher education, and listening and life narrative inprofessional education. She is a senior lecturer inMedia and Cultural Studies at Macquarie University,Sydney.

Justine Lloyd is a senior lecturer in Sociology atMacquarie University, Sydney. She has published in theareas of feminist cultural history and media studies,and has a forthcoming book on intimate geographies ofmedia (Bloomsbury Academic). She is also the editorwith Jeannine Baker of a special issue of MediaInternational Australia on the theme of ‘GenderedLabour and Media' (November 2016). She is a jointeditor of the interdisciplinary journal Space andCulture. She has been a visiting fellow at theDepartment of Sociology, University of Lancaster, UK,and the Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt,Germany.
Isabelle Boisver's research aims to facilitate evidence-based and patient-centered decision-making in hearinghealthcare, in particular with decisions surroundingcochlear implantation. An overarching aim is to findintegrated solutions that can make listening forcommunication easier for all. First trained as a clinicalaudiologist (Université de Montréal- 2004), Isabelle isnow a senior research fellow, project leader, andresearch program coordinator with the HEARing CRCand Macquarie University. Over the years, Isabelle hasdeveloped broad knowledge of the work conducted bythe different organisations in the field of hearinghealthcare in Australia.
Rebecca Kim is a paediatric audiologist and lecturer atMacquarie University. Her clinical work in diagnosis ofhearing loss in infants led to her research interest incounselling, communication and the experiences ofparents. Rebecca runs various training workshops oncommunication of diagnoses in audiology.

Hayley McQuire and Samara Hand, NationalIndigenous Youth Education Coalition
If we could start from scratch (workshop) TheAustralian Education system has been a key tool usedto assimilate and control Aboriginal and Torres StraitIslander Individuals, families and communities.Although there has been significant change in the past30 years, at the foundations of the education systemwill be this legacy of colonialism. The purpose of thiscreative presentation is to challenge conferencedelegate to think about their ideal school if they had tothe opportunity to start from scratch. What would thebuildings look like, what values would it instil, wouldyou give homework? The presentation will beinteractive and will also discuss the NationalIndigenous Youth Education Coalitions idea of thefuture school, built on Indigenous pedagogies,
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designed and controlled by Aboriginal and Torres StraitIslander communities, where Aboriginal and TorresStrait Islander People can access their full rights as perthe UNDRIP, and the role of youth in building thisfuture school.
Hayley McQuire is a proud Darumbal and South SeaIslander woman from Rockhampton, CentralQueensland who has lived on Ngunnawal/NgambriCountry for the past 8 years. She is a passionateadvocate for Indigenous social justice and endingeducation inequality. In 2015, she initiated theformation of the National Indigenous Youth EducationCoalition which is focused on mobilising Aboriginal andTorres Strait Islander youth to advocate for their rightsto education. She is a firm believer of authentic youthengagement and representation and is a formermember of the UN Secretary General's GlobalEducation First Initiative Youth Advocacy Group,UNICEF Australia Youth Ambassador, UNESCO MGEIPYouth Ambassador and Global Partnership forEducation Youth Champion.
Samara Hand is an Awabakal woman of Worimi andBiripi descent, born in Newcastle and raised inSydney. She graduated from the University of NSWwith a Bachelor of Law/Bachelor of Arts and isadmitted to practice as a Solicitor. Samara wasawarded the John Koowarta Reconciliation LawScholarship from the Law Council of Australia andattended the Global Review Workshop on Youth andGlobal Citizenship Education in Moldova, 2016. Shewas also a participant on the Aurora IndigenousScholars International Study Tour in 2015. Samaracompleted with Distinction a Masters in Understandingand Securing Human Rights at the University of Londonin 2017. Her Masters dissertation explored the impactof colonial education on Aboriginal peoples using acultural genocide lens. She is currently working for theNSW Department of Education, with a focus onimproving the participation and educational outcomesfor Aboriginal children in early childhood education.

Jim Macnamara, University of Technology Sydney
The organisational politics of listening Listening isidentified as a fundamental component ofinterpersonal communication and also in varioustherapeutic, counselling and human resourcemanagement interactions. Beyond these importantdyadic and small group interactions, publiccommunication is fundamental in contemporaryorganised societies (Dewey, 1916; Carey, 1989;Williams, 1976), particularly for the effective

functioning of the public sphere in democratic societies(Habermas, 1989, 2006). In contemporaryindustrialised and post-industrial societies,organisations such as government department andagencies, corporations, non-government organisations(NGOs) and non-profit organisations play a central role(Bimber, Flanagin & Stohl, 2012). Citizens need tointeract with organisations on a daily basis, and viceversa. However, despite recognition of communicationas a two-way transactional process involving speakingand listening (Craig, 2006; Couldry, 2009), listening hasbeen little studied - even ignored - in publiccommunication fields such as government, corporateand political communication, public relations, andjournalism (Bickford, 1996; Couldry, 2010; Dobson,2014; Macnamara, 2016). Research undertakenrecently has described the theorising and practices ofgovernment, corporate, political and organisationalcommunication as the creation of an ‘architecture ofspeaking’ and found that organisations listen“sporadically at best, often poorly, and sometimes notat all” to stakeholders and citizens (Macnamara,2016:236). This paper reports ongoing research insidegovernment and corporate organisations that identifiespolitical, structural, technological, and cultural barriersto listening and proposes key principles and strategiesfor the creation of an architecture of listening inorganisations, which it argues is essential for voice tomatter and for the creation of an effective publicsphere and a more equitable society.
Jim Macnamara PhD is Distinguished Professor ofPublic Communication at the University of TechnologySydney. He is also a Visiting Professor at London Schoolof Economics and Political Science, Media andCommunications Department and a Visiting Professorat the University of the Arts London, College ofCommunication. He is internationally recognised for hisresearch into organisational listening, as well asevaluation of public communication. His ongoingOrganisational Listening Project has identified majorbarriers to inclusive effective listening within publicand private sector organisations and proposed an‘architecture of listening’ to address political, cultural,and technological challenges. Jim is the author of 16books including The 21st Century Media (R)evolution:Emergent Communication Practices (Peter Lang, NewYork, 2014); Organizational Listening: The MissingEssential in Public Communication published (PeterLang, New York, 2016); and Evaluating PublicCommunication: Exploring New Models, Standards,and Best Practice (Routledge UK, 2018).
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Sheryl Magtibay, University of Sydney
The paradox of silence and its potentiality There is nodenying that rupturing silence to advance a politicalagenda can be instrumental to its success. Whilst Iunderstand the restoration of political justice cannotcome to fruition without first rupturing silence, thispaper proposes that silence be looked at with differentlenses, and to shift our thinking to the possibility thatsilence is in fact, a useful paradox. Key to broadeningour understanding of silence is to emphasise itsmultidimensional nature and its potential, that is:silence can be used as a means to reflect on both theself and one’s environment, including one’s socio-political position, thus, in this context, silence canfacilitate change and transformation, not hinder it. Tobring this conceptual idea to life, I will discuss thecomplex and paradoxical role silence played during thewomen’s liberation movement which favouredcollective speech and action to gain momentum. Thisvalorising of speech is particularly true of feministscholarship, where it is typically argued that women’sstrength actually emerges “from the recovery ofauthentic ‘voice’ and the capacity to express it, andwomen’s subordination as rooted in the silencing ofvoice” (Mahoney, 1996). Yet, the women’s movementalso required the use of silence interchangeably to beable to examine and self-reflect. As described byMaurice Merleau-Ponty, silence, like speech, “requirescollaboration between subjects, intending each towardthe other and binding them in co-existence” (Acheson,2008). From this perspective silence has an activecapacity. Silence as a practice opens up possibilities,including new ways of listening.
Sheryl Magtibay is a PhD candidate in the Departmentof Gender and Cultural Studies at the University ofSydney. As a trained counsellor, Sheryl has a particularinterest in listening and silence as therapeutic devices,and the role they play in identifying shame. Her PhDexplores a counterintuitive understanding of shame byacknowledging its productive use and demonstratingits diagnostic function. Sheryl has a Master of CulturalStudies from the University of Sydney, a GraduateDiploma of Counselling from the Australian College ofApplied Psychology, and a Bachelor of Communicationsfrom Western Sydney University.

Kim Munro, RMIT University
Eavesdropping: listening to the 'failures' indocumentary filmmaking Listening allows us to movebeyond the limits of what we know. For Brandon

LaBelle it is 'to know the other'. Similarly, documentaryfilm functions as a way to know an other, or at leastapproach them. However, documentary often carefullycurates an experience and perpetuates a fixed andknowable world through its direction, performance andediting. This focuses on character and narrative ratherthan revealing the material production, construction ofknowledge and relationships inherent in the process.From the mass of footage shot, the documentary film isedited from the shots that are in focus and that havegood sound, and which tell the story and create affect.But what about those accidental moments such asconversations heard off screen and what is capturedwhen we are unaware? What can we tell from thefailure, the cast-offs and the stuff that doesn’t makethe cut? Eavesdropping on these documentary'failures' can reveal the relational and often more'truthful' elements beyond what’s represented withinthe film. This presentation combines video, audio andtext to explore how these moments can createopportunities for listening to what may be otherwisediscarded. I draw on the use of the accidental in AgnesVarda’s The Gleaners and I, the overlooked moments inKirsten Johnson’s Cameraperson, the failures ofAndrew di Tella’s Fotografías as well as examples frommy own practice. This presents another way to thinkabout eavesdropping and the role that listening canplay in relationality, knowledge, truth and desire indocumentary filmmaking.
Kim Munro is a documentary maker, writer andeducator from Melbourne. She is currently completingher practice-led PhD on listening and expandeddocumentary practices at RMIT University. Kim haspublished academic writing on: the essay film and theepistle, performative practices and voice, interactivedocumentary, new materialism and participatorypractices, and listening and subjectivity. She haspresented internationally at Visible Evidence, i-Docsand the Essay Film Conference. She is also a co-founderof Docuverse, which runs regular events and annualsymposia, and the Symphony of Awkward, whichstudies the writing and performance of juvenile diaries.

Christy Newman, UNSW Sydney; Caroline Lenette,UNSW Sydney; Reuben Bolt, UNSW Sydney; NaomiSunderland, Griffith University
Reflecting on the promise and value of life stories tocontemporary policy practice (panel) Policy is mosteffective and just when informed by communityexperiences. Digital technologies now make it easy toproduce life stories that capture these experiences,
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and many research, advocacy and governmentorganisations are investing in storytelling activitieswhich aim to both empower the storytellers and shapepolicy formation. However, much constrains thepotential for policy practitioners to listen to these lifestories as legitimate forms of policy ‘evidence’. Thespeakers in this panel will each discuss what they havelearnt about the promise and value of life stories topolicy practice by reflecting on their experiences inresearching (and, in some cases, facilitating)storytelling practices across a range of health andsocial policy fields. Caroline Lenette will first speakabout the complexities of using arts-based methods asa mechanism for influencing the highly contentiousfield of refugee and asylum seeker policy. ChristyNewman will then discuss some recent storytellingcontroversies and innovations in the sexual andreproductive health policy field. Reuben Bolt willreflect on the insights he gained into the value thatnarrative forms can hold in communicating Indigenousknowledges and identities to policy audiences. AndNaomi Sunderland will conclude by discussing insightsfrom her research with Nicole Mathews on digitalstorytelling brokers, seeking to strengthen theconnections between marginalised communities andpolicymakers. In a time when much may be invested byindividuals and communities in the potential impact ofa well told and well timed story, we hope this panel willgenerate useful insights into the promise and thelimitations of storytelling as a mechanism for policychange.
Caroline Lenette is Senior Lecturer in the School ofSocial Sciences in UNSW Sydney and a SteeringCommittee Member of the UNSW Forced MigrationResearch Network. Her research focuses on refugeeand asylum seeker mental health and wellbeing andarts-based research. She is particularly interested inthe value of participatory methods such as digitalstorytelling, photography, and participatory video forcontributing to debates in these fields.
Christy Newman is Associate Professor at the Centrefor Social Research in Health, UNSW Sydney. As aqualitative social researcher, Christy examines bothexperiences and representations of health, sexualityand relationships across a range of collaborative,interdisciplinary projects, particularly in the fields ofsexual and reproductive health and blood borne virusprevention and care.
Associate Professor Reuben Bolt is Director of theNura Gili Indigenous Programs Unit at UNSW Sydney.He is a descendant of the Yuin/Wandandian andNgarigo peoples, and is the first person of Aboriginal

heritage to graduate with a PhD at the Faculty ofHealth Sciences (University of Sydney). He developed alongstanding interest in narrative methodologiesduring his doctoral research on the topic of identityconstruction in an urban Aboriginal community.
Naomi Sunderland is Senior Lecturer in the School ofHuman Services and Social Work at Griffith University.Naomi has an extensive background in participatory,creative, and community-based research in the areasof health, well-being, and arts-based communitydevelopment. She has collaborated on manystorytelling and health-related research projects and,with, Nicole Mathews, recently published: ‘DigitalStorytelling in Health and Social Policy: Listening toMarginalised Voices’.

James Parker, The University of Melbourne; Joel Stern,Liquid Architecture; Joel Spring; André Dao, Behind theWire.
Eavesdropping (panel) “Eavesdropping used to be acrime. According to William Blackstone, in hisCommentaries on the Laws of England (1769):‘eavesdroppers, or such as listen under walls orwindows, or the eaves of a house, to hearken afterdiscourse, and thereupon to frame slanderous andmischievous tales, are a common nuisance andpresentable at the courtleet.’ Two hundred and fiftyyears later, eavesdropping isn’t just legal, it’subiquitous. What was once a minor public orderoffence has become one of the most importantpolitico-legal problems of our time, as the Snowdenrevelations made abundantly clear. Eavesdropping: theever-increasing access to, capture and control of oursonic worlds by state and corporate interests. Buteavesdropping isn’t just about big data, surveillanceand security. We all overhear. Listening itself isexcessive. We cannot help but hear too much, morethan we mean to. Eavesdropping, in this sense, is thecondition - or the risk - of sociality per se, so that thequestion is not whether to eavesdrop, but the ethicsand politics of doing so.” So read the vinyl lettering atthe entrance to Eavesdropping, an exhibition at the IanPotter Museum of Art in Melbourne between July andOctober 2018. Both the exhibition and the publicprogram that accompanied it pursued an expandeddefinition of eavesdropping. Though the project wascertainly concerned with contemporary mechanismsfor listening in, it was also interested in activistpractices of listening back. It addressed instances bothof malicious listening and the responsibilities of theearwitness. In that sense, it was very close thematically
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to the interests of this conference. In this panel, theshow’s two curators along with two of the artistspresent some of the artistic and curatorial thinking,research findings, political and legal challenges thatwent into and emerged from the project. The paneloffers some reflections, therefore, on one attempt tothink through and intervene in the politics of listeningand of being listened to.
James Parker is the Director of a research program onLaw, Sound and the International at the Institute forInternational Law and the Humanities (IILAH) atMelbourne Law School. His research focuses on therelations between law, sound and listening, with aparticular emphasis on international criminal law, thelaw of war and privacy. In 2018, he was a co-curator ofEavesdropping. He will speak to some of the differentways in which themes of law and listening played outin the show.
Joel Stern is a curator, researcher, and sound artist,concerned with theories and practices of sound andlistening. With Danni Zuvela, he is the Artistic Directorof Liquid Architecture, an Australian organisation thatstages encounters and creates spaces for sonicexperience and critical reflection on systems of sonicaffect, at the intersection of contemporary art andexperimental music. He will speak to the curatorial andart historical context into which Eavesdroppingintervened.
Joel Spring is a Wiradjuri man raised between Redfernand Alice Springs who works across research, activism,architecture, installation and speculative projects. Atpresent, his work focuses on the contested narrativesof Sydney’s and Australia’s urban culture andindigenous history in the face of ongoing colonisation.He will speak to Hearing, Loss (2018), a new workcommissioned for Eavesdropping. This work comprisesrecorded conversations between Spring and hismother, prominent researcher, educator, activist andIndigenous health worker Juanita Sherwood. Theconversations cover her work treating Otitis Media, aninflammatory disease of the middle ear that can causeprofound hearing loss. Otitis Media afflicts Aboriginalchildren at higher rates than any other people in theworld, and Spring and Sherwood have both sufferedfrom the disease.
André Dao is a writer of fiction and non-fiction. He isthe co-founder of Behind the Wire, an oral historyproject documenting people’s experience ofimmigration detention, and the deputy editor of NewPhilosopher. He is also a qualified lawyer, and hasworked with asylum seekers and refugees in a legal

capacity. He is part of the Manus Island RecordingProject Collective, a collaboration between six mencurrently detained on Manus Island – Farhad Bandesh,Behrouz Boochani, Samad Abdul, ShamindanKanapathi, Kazem Kazemi and Abdul Aziz Muhamat –and Michael Green, André Dao and Jon Tjhia inMelbourne.https://eavesdropping.exposed/events/how-are-you-today-listening-to-the-manus-recording-project-collective.
Carol Que
Sonic appeals in the white saviour artindustrial complex Following the closure of the ManusIsland offshore detention centre in November2017, Naarm (Melbourne) witnessed a surge ofactions, rallies, and demonstrations for refugee justice,in support of and following the ongoing peacefulprotests led by the men on Manus. During thatsummer and also throughout this year, there has beenan increase in refugee and asylum seeker narrativevisibility within artistic and cultural production bywhite folks, that have specifically engaged with thepolitics of listening. This presentation observes:1. Artists’ Committee’s Break The Silence action thatoccurred as part of their NGV Wilson MustGo campaign (which I partook in as a co-organiser) 2.The commission and inclusion of RichardMosse’s Incoming series at the 2018 NGV Triennial 3.The project All We Can’t See: Illustrating theNauru Files, specifically a compiled video with a sounddesign piece by George Palmer, along with variousother recordings by Australian public figures 4.The Manus Recording Project Collective as part of theLiquid Architecture, Melbourne Law School, and theIan Potter Museum of Art Eavesdropping events. Iexamine and reflect upon these case studies inrelation to ‘acceptable’ forms of grassroots andinstitutional theatres of sonic protest,their complicities with visuality and the attentioneconomy, as well as cultural capitalism by and forwhite art world saviourism and consumption.
Carol Que is a writer and educator based in Naarm. Herresearch revolves around visual cultures and historiesof social movements, in particular theorising boycott asdecolonising work. Carol also works with artists, andorganises in relation to anti-racism, refugee justice,and prison abolition. She has published inopenDemocracy, Dissect Journal, The JerusalemQuarterly, Overland, and is currently tutoringmedia studies at the University of Melbourne. Carolholds degrees from the University of Melbourne andthe University of Oxford.
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Nadia Rhook, University of Western Australia
Hearing settler law: ‘Chinese perjury’, translation, andspectacle in 1890s Victorian Supreme Courts In thecourtrooms of late 19th Century Victoria, self-consciously ‘English-speaking’ settlers applied law to amultilingual population. The 1890s heard six perjurytrials of Chinese men in the Melbourne and regionalVictorian Supreme Courts. In each of these trials thedefendant or witness was sworn in on the ‘ChineseOath’ and gave their testimony ‘in the Chineselanguage’, to use the expression of contemporary legaldiscourse. Questions of the efficacy of the oath’s bindand of the accuracy of testimony were accordingly atstake. These trials amplify the tensions that regularlyarose from applying law to a polyglot population in adominantly anglophone colony, at a time whenlegislators were drawing the racial-linguistic borders ofthe Australian nation-to-be. Numerous historians havedemonstrated that settlers across late 19th CenturyAustralian colonial sites claimed that law and its liberalprinciples would liberate Indigenous and other non-white peoples, but it in fact achieved the opposite. Thispaper pays attention to the entwined linguistic andperformative dimensions of settler law, and exploresthe racialising effects of the public spectacles that werethe Oath ceremonies and Perjury trials. How, I ask, dothese trials expose the linguistic practices andvulnerabilities of the settler state?
Nadia Rhook lectures and researches Indigenous,colonial, and Australian history at the University ofWestern Australia, on Whadjuk Noongar land. Herresearch is much inspired by her background in ESLteaching, and in 2016 she curated the City ofMelbourne heritage exhibition 'Moving Tongues:language and migration in 1890s Melbourne'. She’spublished in international and local journals includingthe Journal of Colonialism and Colonial History,Postcolonial Studies and Peril Magazine, and iscurrently writing a book about the politics of languageand Asian migration in colonial Melbourne,forthcoming with Duke University Press.

Sophie Rudolph, University of Melbourne
Beyond Closing the Gap: the politics of listening foreducational justice Public policy over the last 50 yearshas increasingly turned towards problems ofIndigenous disadvantage in an effort to address thesocial, educational and health effects of the history ofcolonisation and neglect. While Aboriginal people havecalled for ‘citizen rights’ as long ago as 1938 at the Day

of Mourning and Protest, the struggles for recognitionand representation continue today, amplified mostrecently in the debates about the Uluru Statementfrom the Heart and a Voice in Parliament. In this paperI examine the tensions that arise through thedevelopment of Indigenous education policy within asettler colonial governance framework and theimplications this has for listening and being heard. Infocusing my attention on the Closing the Gap inIndigenous Disadvantage education targets, I will arguethat the deficit framing of the policy closes offopportunities to listen and learn. Drawing on the workof Emmanuel Levinas and decolonial and Indigenousscholarship, I will propose an ethical orientation thatseeks relationship with the ‘other’ through listening,rather than the reform of the ‘other’. Through thisanalysis I will examine the politics of listening that arisewhen seeking educational justice in a settler colonialcontext where Indigenous sovereignty has never beenceded.
Sophie Rudolph is a Lecturer in the MelbourneGraduate School of Education at the University ofMelbourne. Her work centres on examining issues ofrace, politics and history in contexts struggling with theimplications of colonial legacies. As a non-Indigenouswoman of settler heritage, she has had an enduringinterest in the relationship between power, educationand justice - exploring this through teaching,volunteering and research in Australia, England, SouthAfrica and Thailand. Her PhD thesis will be published in2018 as the monograph Unsettling the Gap: Race,Politics and Indigenous Education (Peter LangPublishing). Recent collaborations include theeditorship of the collection The Relationality of Race inEducation Research (Routledge, 2018) and a chapterfor pre-service teachers titled ‘Indigenous EducationalJustice: Understanding the Techniques of Colonialism’in the text Powers of Curriculum (Oxford UniversityPress, 2017).

Rajni Shah, Concordia University; Amy Spiers, Universityof Melbourne; Ellen O'Brien; Luis C. Sotelo Castro,Concordia University.
A performative response to the politics of listening(panel) This is a panel led by artist-researchers who areinterested in the ways in which performance, poetry,and relational artistic practices can be used toreconfigure and reimagine the social structures thatotherwise govern listening in the public sphere. Assuch, we will inhabit the traditional panel structure in away that interprets it as a tool for listening (rather than
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primarily as a tool for speaking), reimagining both thepresentational and ‘Q&A’ sections of the session.
As panelists, we come from different culturalbackgrounds, and we contextualise our creativepractices in very different ways. We are also, for themost part, strangers to each other, coming together forthe first time for this conference. During the panel, wewill offer an act of listening which will be reflected notonly in the content of our presentations, but in theform itself - thus acknowledging that any approach tothe politics of listening involves questioning the veryform and context in which that act of listening takesplace.

Rajni Shah is a British/Indian artist whose work leansgently but clearly across disciplines, countries, andthought structures, ranging from intimate encounterswith passers-by in public space to large-scaleperformances in theatres and galleries. Key projects -always created alongside and in collaboration withothers - include hold each as we fall (1999), TheAwkward Position (2003-4), Mr Quiver (2005-8), smallgifts(2006-8), Dinner with America (2007-9), Glorious (2010-12), Experiments in Listening (2014-15), Lying Fallow (2014-15), Song (2016), and FeministKilljoys Reading Group (2016-ongoing). Rajni was anArtsadmin Associate Artist (2009-2013), an HonoraryResearch Fellow at The Centre for ContemporaryTheatre, Birkbeck College, University of London (2012-2016), and is currently a Horizon Postdoctoral Fellow atConcordia University’s Acts of Listening Lab, affiliatedwith the Centre for Oral History and Digital Storytellingand the Department of Theatre. In 2019, Rajni’s firstmonograph, Experiments in Listening, will be publishedas a book and a series of zines within Palgrave’sPerformance Philosophy series. For an archive ofperformance works, please visit: www.rajnishah.com
Amy Spiers is a Melbourne-based artist, writer andresearcher. She makes art both collaboratively and as asolo artist. Her socially-engaged, critical art practicefocuses on the creation of live performances,participatory situations and multi-artform installationsfor both site-specific and gallery contexts. Through herwork she aims to prompt questions and debate aboutthe present social order — particularly about the gapsand silences in public discourse where difficult historiesand social issues are not confronted. Amy haspresented numerous art projects across Australia andinternationally, most recently at Monash UniversityMuseum of Art (Melbourne), the Museum für NeueKunst (Freiburg), MONA FOMA festival (Hobart) andthe 2015 Vienna Biennale. Amy is currently completing

a PhD at the Victorian College of the Arts, University ofMelbourne.
Ellen O’Brien is a writer, poet and legal researcher. Sheis a descendant of the Guringai people from the BrokenBay area of NSW, and is currently living on the uncededlands of the Eora nation. Her poetry has beenpublished by Rabbit, Voiceworks and Scum Mag, withother pieces published by Overland online, unMagazine and Vaein Zine. Her practice is centred onrecovering, recording and challenging memories,whether they are her own memories, those of herfamily and ancestors, or the collective memories of thebroader society. Ellen is interested in exploringtransformative justice and decolonial futures in herwork, asking questions about who gets to rememberand how remembering happens.
Luis C. Sotelo Castro is Canada Research Chair in OralHistory Performance and Associate Professor in theDepartment of Theatre at Concordia University,Montréal (Québec, Canada). In his current creation-research, he investigates modes of listening in thecontext of oral history performance and, more broadly,in the context of performances of memory. Since 2002,he has done work with and for internally displacedpeople, Indigenous communities, migrants, and elderlypeople in Latin America, the United Kingdom, andCanada. His creative work has been commissioned bycivil society and academic organizations such as theInternational Association for the Study of ForcedMigration. His publications explore theinterconnections between cartography, presentation ofself, memory, walking, and performance.

Rebecca Sheehan, Macquarie University
Can the neoliberal subject speak? This year, Iresearched an article about Beyoncé fans based onevidence from an online survey I circulated via socialmedia. 101 fans from 26 countries around the worldcompleted the survey. Fans wrote about Beyoncé’sintersectional identity as a black woman, and how herpride in her race, gender, and sexuality inspires pride intheir own identities and empowers them. They wroteabout how Beyoncé’s thematic focus on hard work wasas important to them as her focus on racial pridebecause it acknowledged the reality that marginalizedpeople need to work harder to survive and thrive.While a number criticized Beyoncé’s wealth andcommodification of black identity politics, many readher and her body of work not only in the contemporarycontext of neoliberalism, but in conversation with the
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longer history of black slavery and the still-presentstructural problems it embedded in racial capitalism.When I presented a draft of the paper to a trustedgroup of colleagues, their reaction surprised me. Theydismissed these fans as incapable of speakingauthentically and meaningfully, as having falseconsciousness, as being neoliberal tools, and,essentially, as unworthy of attention. As the result,they were unwilling or unable to listen to or hear theseneoliberal subjects’ voices. This paper brings togetherthe voices of Beyoncé fans with a discussion ofacademic gatekeeping to explore whether or not theneoliberal subject can speak, and, if they do, whetherwe can or how we might hear them.
Rebecca Sheehan is a Lecturer in the Sociology ofGender and Program Director of Gender Studies atMacquarie University. She received her PhD and MA inHistory from the University of Southern California.Rebecca is working on a monograph entitled Rise ofthe Superwoman: How Sex Remade Gender inAmerica’s Long 1970s (under contract with HarvardUniversity Press) and has published scholarly articleson gender and rock music, masculinity and boxing, andthe American reception of Germaine Greer.

Beth Sometimes, Victorian College of the Arts,University of Melbourne; Danny Butt, Victorian Collegeof the Arts, University of Melbourne
Apmere Angkentye-kenhe: listening for places oflanguage Socially located art practices can seek to re-distribute or re-orient authorship and materialiseforms of listening, particularly and specifically inrelation to communities where inequities in voiceecology smoulder. Apmere Angkentye-kenhe (whichtranslates from Central/Eastern Arrernte to English as‘A Place for Language’) was produced and designedcollaboratively with Central/Eastern Arrernte people inAlice Springs. The public project created situations tovalue local Indigenous knowledges, expose certaincolonial ideologies in action, and to generate spaces forexchange, learning and listening. Apmere Angkentye-kenhe materialised various questions of politicalresponsibility and created situations for listening acrossintersectional alterities, both within its collaborativestructure, and with and for a public. Artist BethSometimes and critic Danny Butt will consider Beth’srecent and ongoing social project Apmere Angkentye-kenhe as a starting point to discuss these mutualinterests in relation to arts potential in unknowingcoloniality and listening in the uncomfortable nearby.

Beth Sometimes is a pakeha Mparntwe Alice Springsbased artist and interpreter/translator who works withpeople in various ways around what language needsand what it can do. She is currently working onlanguage & listening project Apmere Angkentye-kenheand also makes zines, installations, sound work,occasional performances and ceramic forms.
Danny Butt is Associate Director (Research) atVictorian College of the Arts, where he alsocoordinates programmes in social practice andcommunity engagement. His book Artistic Research inthe Future Academy was published in 2017. He workswith the artistic collective Local Time.

Polly Stanton, RMIT University
Situating in the field: listening, looking and the in-between This paper explores the practice of situatedlistening as an experimental form of knowledgeproduction. Exploring audio-visual field researchuntaken in the isolated Victorian Mallee region duringthe creation of the moving image work the SpectralField; the paper considers how the process of listeningcan disrupt subject-object relations by locatinglistening as a political and philosophical questioning.Through the lens of my moving image practice, I willconsider how listening can be used as an affective toolduring the visual documenting of contestedenvironments and more than human bodies. Bydrawing on the seminal texts of Donna Haraway andElizabeth Grosz, I will argue that the process ofsituating and sonic attunement can be engaged as acreative force that expands vision and connects thedocumenter to a larger world beyond the cameraframe.
Polly Stanton is a moving image and sound artist. Herwork investigates how cinematic forms document,reflect and shape human experiences of place andenvironment. In addition to her practice she hasworked professionally in the film industry in post-production sound and screenwriting. She is currently alecturer in the Masters of Media program at RMITUniversity. Recent exhibitions include Super Field(RMIT Design Hub, Melbourne 2018) Spectral Ecologies(Mildura Arts Centre, 2017), Indefinite Visions(Alchemy Festival, UK, 2017), Body-Place-Object (OguMag Gallery, Tokyo, 2016), Undercurrents (May Space,Sydney 2016), Current (Murray Art Museum, NSW,2015), Moving Pictures/Expanding Space (CareofGallery, Italy, 2014) and Melbourne Now (NationalGallery of Victoria, 2013). She has undertaken
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numerous residencies in Australia and internationally,and in 2016 was the recipient of Australia Council forthe Arts International Residencies program.

Cate Thill, University of Notre Dame Australia; GerardGoggin, University of Sydney; Rosemary Kayees, UNSWSydney
Listening with Disability for Democracy (panel) Theslogan 'nothing about us without us' implicitly captureshow disability oppression is produced and invokesvoice and self-determination as strategies of resistance(Charlton, 1998). Disability rights activist and authorJames Charlton (1998) argues that the sloganpowerfully challenges people to consider the expansivescope of 'nothing' and how people with disability canshape decision-making processes. This panel discussiontakes up these challenges. Possibilities for voice haveopened up across a range of fields of social and culturallife with the UN Convention on the Rights of Peoplewith Disabilities, the innovative use of participatorymedia by people with disability, the trans-nationaltrend towards person-centred disability supportservices and the increasing use of participatory andemancipator approaches to disability research. Yetongoing experiences of oppression make clear thatgrowing opportunities for voice do not guarantee thatpeople with disability are heard. We argue thatattention to listening is crucial for ensuring that thevoices of people with disability matter (Couldry, 2010).
There is growing interest in listening as an interventionthat promises inclusion, participation and recognition.Although disability research has produced importantinsights on how voice and listening can contribute tojustice for people with disability these contributionshave been almost completely ignored in newscholarship on listening as a political or democraticpractice. This panel discussion articulates thesuggestive but until now neglected ideas on listeningfound in disability scholarship to develop a newconception of listening as a social justice-orientedpractice.
The aim of this panel is to synthesize and explore thedisparate listening practices and concepts discerniblein disability through an integrated discussion of a seriesof key interventions. The diversity of experiences ofdisability reveal the importance of examining theembodied dimensions of listening, even when listeningis understood as a mediated and collective practicerather than an aural capacity. The creative use of newmedia technologies - social, online, and mobile media -

by people with disability contributes innovativeapproaches to mediated listening. The UN Conventionon the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is examinedas a significant development in inter-institutional andsustained listening on a global scale since it is the firsttime in international law that there have beenobligations placed on states to listen and engage withcivil society. Finally, the mantra 'nothing without us'challenge norms of political and public communication,consultation and decision-making, which openpossibilities for reconfiguring democracy.
Cate Thill is Dean and Professor of the School of Artsand Sciences at the University of Notre Dame Australia.Her research focuses on listening as a strategy forsocial justice and the rights of people with disabilityand Aboriginal peoples. Cate has recently published aseries of chapters/articles on how claims for theintersectional rights of women and Aboriginal peoplewith disability are heard across different policy fields.
Gerard Goggin is Professor of Media andCommunications, the University of Sydney. He is alsoan Australian Research Council Future Fellow, studyingdisability, digital technology, and human rights. Gerardis widely published on digital technology, including 'Locative Media' (2015, with Rowan Wilken), 'RoutledgeCompanion to Mobile Media' (2014), 'Global MobileMedia' (2011), and 'Cell Phone Culture' (2006). Gerardhas a longstanding interest in disability and media, withbooks including 'Disability and the Media' (2015, withKatie Ellis), and 'Disability in Australia' (2005, with thelate Christopher Newell) and 'Digital Disability' (2003).With Katie Ellis and Beth Haller, Gerard is editing the'Routledge Companion to Disability and Media' (2017).
Rosemary Kayess is a human rights lawyer, member ofthe United Nations Committee on the Rights of Personswith Disabilities and interim-director of UNSW’sDisability Innovation Institute. She currently teaches inthe Faculty of Law at UNSW; convening internationallaw and human rights subjects, focusing on the equalityprovisions within international instruments and theirtranslation into domestic law and policy. Rosemary isalso a Senior Research Fellow with Social PolicyResearch Centre and has extensive research experienceworking and advising on a variety of social researchprojects including access to justice, social inclusion,human rights and disability, including work on theimplementation of CRPD in Australia, Asia/Pacific andEurope. She is currently Chairperson of the AustralianCentre for Disability Law.
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Wolfgang Vachon, Humber College, Toronto; SarahWoodland, Griffith University
Acoustic agency, ethics and the politics of amplifyingvoice: Making audio drama in prisons and abouthomeless shelters Racialised, incarcerated, Indigenous,queer, trans, and marginally housed people can have adifficult time being heard. Building on the notion of'acoustic agency' (Rice, 2016) this presentation willlook at the politics, practice, and ethics of using audiorecording, drama and podcast as a participatory art-research methodology. The paper will focus on twoprojects that the authors were part of as artist-researchers. One was an audio docu-drama, created ina women’s prison in Australia, using verbatim andfictionalized text based on archival documents,historical records, and the lived experiences of thecreators. The second project, which took place inCanada, was a devised six-part podcast'ethnadiodrama' created by (and with) young trans,straight, queer, and racialised people who had spenttime in homeless shelters. The two projects raisequestions about the ethics of amplifying 'marginalizedvoices', the 'safety' of audio-based performances, andthe 'truth' that can be found in fictionalizing personalstories. Acoustic agency provides a way ofunderstanding how people have choice, and not,regarding what they hear; and how people makesounds as a way to re-establish a sense of agency inspaces such as prisons, streets and homeless shelters.Creating audio dramas from one’s own livedexperiences, and listening to podcast in acousticprivacy, also speaks directly into this conversation. Thepresenters posit that these audio-based participatoryapproaches to art-research have the potential to re-establish a sense of acoustic agency while also creatingan escape tunnel from multiple forms of incarceration.
Wolfgang Vachon has been creating art with diversepopulations for close to three decades. His theatreprojects have included devised productions with thosewho are street-involved, homeless, LGBTQ+, survivorsof torture, and youth living in detention as well asother forms of state care. Wolfgang is a full-timefaculty member in the Child and Youth Care programsat Humber College in Toronto, Canada, is the host ofCYC Podcast: Discussions on Child and Youth Care(www.cycpodcast.org), and directed the audio-dramaTransitioning Home (TransHome.org).
Dr Sarah Woodland is a researcher, practitioner andeducator specialising in arts, theatre and performance.She has over 20 years' experience in the arts andcultural sectors in Australia and the UK, engagingcommunities from diverse social and cultural

backgrounds in the arts. She is passionate about herparticipatory theatre practice in prisons, most recentlydeveloping participatory drama with women atBrisbane Women's Correctional Centre.

kylie valentine, UNSW Sydney
Stories and stigma, or listening to the biographicalnarratives of people who have to tell them Peoplewho experience poverty and social disadvantage areobliged to tell stories of themselves and their needs inorder to receive support from services and governmentagencies. Access to income support, health services,housing and education is contingent on the productionof stories, because service providers are obliged torestrict the provision help only to those who areclassified as eligible. These stories may be resources,that help people gain what they need, or liabilities, thatlead them to bureaucratic frustrations and socialhazard. They are told in a policy and politicalenvironment in which the poor are regarded withsuspicion, and their accounts regarded asuntrustworthy. What roles do narratives play in thestigma and surveillance experienced by marginalisedpeople? What role can listening play in creatingdifferent experiences? This paper draws on a largequalitative project exploring biographical narratives ofyoung people in contact with multiple service systems,including child protection and out of home care. Itsfocus is on how children and young people draw onresources from family, institutions such as schools, andsupport services; and on the importance of stories andstory-telling to their relationships with services andsupport. This paper reports on the ways that youngpeople describe telling their stories, and how they arelistened to or not.
kylie valentine is Deputy Director of the Social PolicyResearch Centre, at UNSW. This paper is co-authoredwith colleagues Megan Blaxland, Myra Hamilton, JenSkattebol and Cathy Thomson, who are researchers onthe ARC project it draws from.

Lisa Waller, Deakin University; Kerry McCallum,University of Canberra; Kristy Hess, Deakin University;Tanja Dreher, UNSW Sydney; & Eli Skogerbø, Universityof Oslo
Media attention: shining a spotlight on mainstreamnews coverage of the Royal Commission intoInstitutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse The
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2013-17 Child Abuse Royal Commission was agroundbreaking national listening exercise. It capturedthe attention of the nation and broke persistentsilences surrounding institutional child sexual abuse.Through 57 public hearings and more than 8,000private hearings the Royal Commissioners bore witnessto unspeakable injustice. This paper takes a criticalposition to ask to what extent this groundbreakingwork was reflected or amplified via mainstreammedia? It explores the overall patterns of mainstreammedia attention and inattention to the 57 case studiesacross the Royal Commission between September2013, when the inquiry began, and its end in March2017. The Royal Commission’s website presented thesecase studies in a standard format, listedchronologically. It did not indicate whether any casestudies were considered more or less significant thanothers. We will base our analysis on the extensive datacompiled by media intelligence and data technologycompany isentia, which was engaged to monitormainstream media coverage of the inquiry on behalf ofthe Royal Commission. A political listening frameworkwill be used to question which case studies gained themost mainstream media attention, and importantly,which sustained the most attention over time? Thepaper draws on concepts of ‘attention economy’ and‘continuation’, which is often a neglected componentof social-justice oriented listening, to begin tounderstand how the case studies were mediated, andthe consequences for public understanding of a vast,complex and globally significant national listeningforum. The authors work together on the Breakingsilences: Media and the child abuse Royal Commissionproject.
Lisa Waller and Kristy Hess are academics in the Schoolof Communication and Creative Arts, DeakinUniversity.
Kerry McCallum is Professor of Communication at theUniversity of Canberra.
Tanja Dreher is an ARC Future Fellow, Scientia Fellowand Associate Professor of Media at UNSW Sydney.
Eli Skogerbø is Professor of Political Communication,University of Oslo.

Maria White, UNSW Sydney
Anxious Empathy: Towards 'Capacious Listening' inContemporary Performance Contexts This paperexplores the politics of listening enabled by two works

made by the Parramatta Female Factory MemoryProject (PFFMP) for the inaugural Big Anxiety festival in2017: 'Parragirls Past, Present' and 'The Public Secret'.The Parragirls are a collective of former residents ofthe Parramatta Girls Home, a place in Western Sydneywhere girls were sent (until the 1980s) if they were'exposed to moral danger.' Led by contemporary artistand Parragirl Bonney Djuric and involving artist andacademic Lily Hibberd as an advisor, the PFFMP existsto promote awareness of the significance of the‘Kambala’ site in North Parramatta for StolenGenerations and the Forgotten Australians. In thispaper I argue that Sydney's post-democraticatmosphere has shaped the kinds of works made bythe PFFMP. Through examining the modes of listeningenabled by 'Parragirls Past, Present' and 'The PublicSecret' I will advocate for what I will call ‘capacious’listening, that is, listening that moves the audiencefrom empathy to reason and opens up space forrecognition and forms of justice. 'Parragirls Past,Present' and 'The Public Secret' were made by theeponymous Parragirls in the wake of the RoyalCommission into Institutional Responses to ChildSexual Abuse, in which some of the Parragirlsparticipated. Hibberd says: ‘the women we've spenttime with who gave testimony to the RoyalCommission came out more traumatised than theywere before.’ In 'Parragirls Past, Present' and 'ThePublic Secret' the artists experiment with invitingaudiences into processes of listening that radicallydeparts from the kinds of listening practiced at theRoyal Commission. This paper considers how listeningis enabled or limited by the hi-tech, immersive qualitiesof 'Parragirls Past, Present' and 'The Public Secret'.
Maria White is an artist and PhD candidate with abackground in performance currently completing herthesis in Theatre and Performance Studies at UNSW.Maria’s research concerns contemporary performancein post-democratic contexts. She has presented newresearch at two Performance Studies International(PSi) conferences. Maria has staged new performancework at Performance Space, Arts House, WassaicFestival NY, Underbelly Arts, Blacktown Arts Centre,MCA Art Bar, Kudos Gallery, and developed new workat Vitalstatistix, Shopfront Arts Co-op and Punctum Inc.Maria co-curated the site-responsive performance andvisual art festival Tiny Stadiums, 2012-2014.

Nimalan Yoganathan, Concordia University
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Sonic activist media: listening and field recording as
political practice This paper examines sound
practitioners who audibly convey social justice
commentary through field recording and composing
with environmental soundscapes. I discuss how
soundscape composer Hildegard Westerkamp, 'pirate'
radio pioneer Mbanna Kantako, audio activist
Christopher DeLaurenti, and sound art collective Ultra-
red critique mainstream news media narratives
through sonic interventions. This paper questions how
the act of listening can be considered a subversive and
politically radical gesture. I focus my analysis on
specific sound projects: Westerkamp’s Soundwalking
(1977-79) radio program; Kantako’s aural counter-
surveillance and audio recording of police encounters;
DeLaurenti’s radio piece Fit the Description (2015)
composed using protest field recordings following the
police killing of Michael Brown; and Ultra-red’s
Structural Adjustments (1997-99) community project
that incorporates the daily sounds of a Los Angeles
public housing complex. I suggest how composing with
the environmental sounds of marginalized
communities can function as sonic activism that
confronts the oppressive soundscapes of noise
pollution, police brutality, systemic racism and
'gentrification'. Specifically, these sound practitioners’
approaches are examined through the lens of
alternative media scholarship to outline the following
common themes: 1) the use of what I call 'aural
counterpublics' to amplify marginalized voices and
soundscapes of resistance suppressed by news media,
2) the reclamation of technological agency and
community empowerment via the act of field
recording, and 3) possible ethical implications of
composing with sensitive and politically-charged field
recordings. This paper proposes the radical potential of
the microphone in the field as an alternative media
tool that both facilitates and mediates a politics of
listening.
Nimalan Yoganathan is a Montreal sound artist andsoundscape researcher who is a PhD candidate inCommunication Studies at Concordia University. Hiscurrent academic research interests include anti-racistsonic activism, ethical questions related to field-recording based sound art, as well as therepresentation of racialised communities and cultural

appropriation within electroacoustic and soundscapecomposition practices. He recently published an articleanalysing King Tubby’s Jamaican dub music in thecontext of Canadian soundscape composition methods(Organised Sound Journal). Yoganathan holds a MA inMedia Studies and BFA in Electroacoustic Compositionboth from Concordia University. As a practicing artist,Nimalan’s creative work interweaves hip-hop, dub, andsoundscape composition aesthetics. He oftenincorporates processed field recordings of dense urbancentres, remote villages, and places of worship into hiscompositions. He has participated in research-creationand recording residencies in the Brazilian Amazonrainforest and Nunavik (Arctic Canada).

Magdalena Zolkos, Australian Catholic University
Listening to ‘endangered voices’ of the TaiwaneseAmas at the site of trauma What does it mean to listento trauma of sexual violence after decades of thedenial of justice and restitution to its victims? Islistening here synonymous with (secondary)witnessing, or does it offer some additional insightsand makes other demands on those who attend to it?The context of this inquiry is the struggle of theinternational and local communities to bring Japan toaccount for the crimes of enforced prostitution duringthe Pacific war in its Taiwanese colony. It argues that athand is not only the failure of the law to provide justiceand restitution to the victims (so-called ‘Amas’, lit.‘grandmothers’), but also an active refusal to listen totheir voices, which, together with the socio-economicmarginalization and shaming, has been co-constitutiveof the trauma situation. This paper looks at two keyevents of that struggle—the People’s Tribunal in Tokyoin 2000 and the activities of the Taipei Women’sRescue Foundation—and approaches them as practicesof listening to marginalized voices of the survivingAmas. Such listening to the trauma of sexual slavery 1)problematizes the connection between listening andunderstanding, and 2) has a distinctive temporality of‘endangered voices’ (analogously with ‘endangeredlanguages’): it unfolds in a situation of social, bodilyand mnemonic vulnerability of its (now) agedparticipants. Such listening is precarious because itcomes too late. Listening to the Amas meansrecognizing their stories as both entwined with thelarger history of Taiwanese settler colonialism and asalso always exceeding that history—the nationalsubject listens from a position that is never outside,but neither is it completely inside, of trauma.
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Magdalena Zolkos is Senior Lecturer at the Institute forSocial Justice at the Australian Catholic University. Sheis the author of Reconciling Community and SubjectiveLife. Trauma Testimony as Political Theorizing(Bloomsbury, 2010), the editor of On Jean Améry:Philosophy of Catastrophe (Lexington, 2011) and co-editor (with Joanne Faulkner) of Critical ChildhoodStudies and the Practice of Interdisciplinarity(Lexington, 2015). Her work has appeared inContemporary Political Theory, Textual Practice,Political Studies Review and Angelaki.



Programme day one
9.00 Opening - Professor Sue Dodds (Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, UNSW)
9.15 - 10.00 Keynote: Professor Megan Davis (DVC Indigenous, UNSW)
10.00 - 11.00 Plenary: First Nations media and arts - Summer May Finlay (Croakey) and Lorena Allam (Guardian).
11.00 - 11.15 Break

PARALLEL SESSION A1 (11.15 – 12.45)
Session chair: Lisa Waller
Hayley McQuire and Samara Hand: If we could start from scratch (one hour workshop)
Sophie Rudolph: Beyond ‘Closing the Gap’: the politics of listening for educational justice

PARALLEL SESSION A2 (11.15 – 12.45)
Session chair: Anthea Garman
Lucia Farinati: Practices of listening at the intersection of art and activism
Maria White: Anxious empathy: towards 'capacious listening' in contemporary performance contexts
Tina Dixson: Listening to trauma of and with queer refugee women

PARALLEL SESSION A3 (11.15 – 12.45)
Session chair: Christy Newman
Jim Macnamara: The organisational politics of listening
Vicki Bamford: Listening across culture: exploring communication between organisations and their diversepublics
Luigi Di Martino: Public diplomacy listening on social media: the case of the G20 2014 in Brisbane

12.45 - 13.30 Lunch

PARALLEL SESSION B1 (13.30-15.00)
Session Chair: Emily Beausoleil
Harry Hobbs: A First Nations Voice: structural questions and an ethic of respect
Leanne Cutcher, Talila Milroy, Melissa Tyler: Embodied listening and an ethics of recognition
Leah Barclay, Vicki Saunders, Sarah Woodland: Listening to Country: exploring the value of acoustic ecology withincarcerated Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women.
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Programme day one (continued)
PARALLEL SESSION B2 (13.30-15.00)
Rosemary Kayess, Gerard Goggin, Cate Thill
Listening with disability for democracy (panel)

PARALLEL SESSION B3 (13.30-15.00)
Session Chair: Luigi Di Martino
kylie valentine: Stories and stigma, or listening to the biographical narratives of people who have to tell them
Lisa Waller, Kerry McCallum, Kristy Hess, Tanja Dreher & Eli Skogerbø: Media attention: shining a spotlight onmainstream news coverage of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse
Chantal Bourgault du Coudray: An experiential approach to listening: Gestalt Therapy as transformative pedagogy

15.00 - 15.15 Break

PARALLEL SESSION C1 (15.15-16.45)
Session Chair: James Parker
Nadia Rhook: Hearing settler law: ‘Chinese perjury’, translation, and spectacle in 1890s Victorian Supreme Courts.
Souheir Edelbi: The African Union and the International Criminal Court: determining how critique of the court isheard and who can speak
Magdalena Zolkos: Listening to ‘endangered voices’ of the Taiwanese amas at the site of trauma

PARALLEL SESSION C2 (15.15-16.45)
Session Chair: Danny Butt
Kim Munro Eavesdropping: listening to the “failures” in documentary filmmaking
Nimalan Yoganathan Sonic activist media: listening and field recording as political practice
Nicole Matthews, Justine Lloyd, Isabelle Boisvert, Rebecca Kim: Listening to life experience in the clinic: professionallistening as political

PARALLEL SESSION C3 (15.15-16.45)
Christy Newman, Caroline Lenette, Reuben Bolt, Naomi Sunderland
Reflecting on the promise and value of life stories to contemporary policy practice (panel)

17.00 - 18.00 - Book and Journal Launch / drinks
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Programme day two
9.00 - 9.45 Keynote: Listening as Solidarity - Professor Leah Bassel (Roehampton)
9.45 - 10.45 Plenary: Listening Interventions - Tanja Dreher (UNSW), Justine Lloyd (Macquarie), Cate Thill (NotreDame)
10.45 - 11.00 Break

PARALLEL SESSION D1 (11.00-12.30)
Session Chair: Kerry McCallum
Emily Beausoleil:Waharoa (Gather Your People): learning to listen intergenerationally as settlers
Anthea Garman: Hosting as listening: creating spaces for attunement in South Africa
Peter Banki: Re-imagining apology and forgiveness as a practice of listening

PARALLEL SESSION D2 (11.00-12.30)
Session Chair: Justine Lloyd
Wolfgang Vachon and Sarah Woodland: Acoustic agency, ethics and the politics of amplifying voice: making audiodrama in prisons and about homeless shelters.
Poppy de Souza Slow listening and the unsettling ethics of attention in Curtain the podcast
Polly Stanton: Situating in the field: listening, looking and the in-between

PARALLEL SESSION D3 (1.00-12.30)
Session Chair: Rebecca Sheehan
Andrew Brooks: Against accumulation
Natasha Dubler: Soundwalking: the affective labour of listening to environment and listening to self
David Chesworth: How do you know you are listening?

12.30 - 13.15 Lunch

PARALLEL SESSION E1 (13.15 - 14.45)
Session Chair: Andrew Brooks
Carol Que: Sonic appeals in the white saviour art industrial complex
Jessica Feldman: Strange speech: structures of listening in Nuit Debout, Occupy, and 15M
Beth Sometimes and Danny Butt: Apmere Angkentye-kenhe: listening for places of language
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Program day two (continued)
PARALLEL SESSION E2 (13.15 - 14.45)
James Parker, Joel Stern, Joel Spring and André Dao
Eavesdropping (panel)

14.45-15.00 Break

PARALLEL SESSION F1 (15.00-16.30)
Rajni Shah, Amy Spiers, Ellen O'Brien and Luis C. Sotelo Castro
A performative response to the politics of listening (panel)

PARALLEL SESSION F2 (15.00-16.00)
Session Chair: Tanja Dreher
Rebecca Sheehan: Can the neoliberal subject speak?
Rachael Bolton: “You’re not listening to me”: marginalisation, radicalisation, polarisation and learning to listen toour “others”
Sheryl Magtibay: The paradox of silence and its potentiality

16.30 - 17.10 Closing Reflections Plenary - Poppy de Souza (Griffith University), Anthea Garman (Rhodes University),Jessica Feldman (American University of Paris)


